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Abstract
Relative to young people several decades ago, young people in industrialized societies today are more likely to experience mood disorders, adopt an external locus of control, violate social norms, and exhibit signs of narcissism. This paper formulates a theory to explain the ultimate source of these problems: a sense of dissociation from the future. Compared with young individuals before the 1970s, young individuals now are embedded in a social environment characterized by unstable roles, status, skills, and reputation. Accordingly, young people today feel their identity in the future may diverge considerably from their identity now. According to socioemotional selectivity, psychological connectedness, and meaning maintenance theory, this dissociation from the future is likely to explain many of the characteristic problems of younger generations today. A set of social policies is recommended that could override this dissociation and thus resolve an array of issues simultaneously.
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1. Introduction

Relative to young people several decades ago, young people in Western, industrialized societies today are more likely to experience mood disorders (Twenge, 2000, Twenge & Campbell, 2008), violate social norms (Twenge & Im, 2007), and exhibit signs of narcissism (Twenge, Konrath, Foster, Campbell, & Bushman, 2008). In addition, they tend to ascribe their failures and shortcomings to undercurrents they could not control, such as the ineptitude of other people (Twenge, Zhang, & Im, 2004). This paper introduces a model that explains the evolution of these trends over time.

According to this perspective, because of the inexorable flux that epitomizes modern capitalism, the roles of individuals and the skills that are valued shift erratically over time (Sennett, 2006). Consequently, people cannot readily envisage their life—such as their responsibilities, goals, interests, or values—in the future (Bartels & Urminsky, 2011; Ersner-Hershfield, Garton, Ballard, Samanez-Larkin, & Knutson, 2009). Because of this dissociation from the future, individuals are not as motivated to develop skills, knowledge, networks and other provisions that could be valuable later in life. They are unwilling to sacrifice their immediate mood to cultivate these resources (Carstensen, 1995; Fung & Carstensen, 2004). Ultimately, this mindset impairs resilience, incites impulsive behavior, and evokes biased conclusions, manifesting as anxiety, depression, defiance, narcissism, and many other concerns.

2. Trends in the Psychological Wellbeing of Younger Individuals

Many studies have shown that depression, as well as increases in many other psychological disorders, have surged over the twentieth century (see James, 2008), even after controlling memory and response biases (e.g., Klerman & Weissman, 1989; Robins & Regier, 1991). That is, even after their mood state, inclination to label minor episodes as abnormal, and the duration between the episodes and diagnosis are controlled, these differences across time persist (e.g., Lewinsohn, Rohde, Seeley, & Fischer, 1993).

Epidemiological studies also corroborate these contentions. For example, only 1 to 2% of Americans born before 1915, and living during the Great Wars, was diagnosed with major depression. In the 1990s, some scholars maintain this rate exceeded 20% (Lewinsohn et al., 1993).

This increase in psychological disorders seems to be especially prevalent in younger individuals. Younger people today—especially individuals in their teens and twenties—seem to exhibit more manifestations of mental illness than younger people in previous decades, particularly in industrialized nations (Twenge, 2006; Twenge & Campbell, 2008; Twenge, Gentile, DeWall, Ma, Lacefield, & Schurtz, 2010). To substantiate this contention, researchers typically identify all the studies that have administered a particular scale, such as a measure of self-esteem, to a specific constituency, usually undergraduate students. The researchers then examine whether the mean of this measure, as reported in these studies, varies over time. This procedure, called cross-temporal meta-analysis (see also Twenge, 2001; Twenge & Campbell, 2001, 2002), has shown that anxiety (Twenge, 2000), depression
(Twenge & Campbell, 2008), and narcissism (Twenge, Konrath, et al., 2008) have increased over time, whereas social conformity has decreased over time (Twenge & Im, 2007). Furthermore, locus of control has shifted from internal to external (Twenge et al., 2004).

These findings cannot be readily ascribed to biases in self report. To illustrate, Twenge et al (2010) subjected the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory to cross-temporal meta-analysis. Even after responses to the lie and defensiveness scales were controlled, depression and other clinical scales were appreciably elevated in younger generations today relative to younger generations five or more decades ago. The effect sizes were large: These generations diverged by more than one standard deviation on some measures (Twenge et al., 2010).

3. Previous Accounts of These Trends

Twenge et al. (2010) argue that most of the psychological problems that young people experience today, such as depression, anxiety, and narcissism, can be ascribed to the culture of materialism, consumerism, and individualism (for similar perspectives, see Eckersley & Dear, 2002; James, 2008; Kasser, 2002; Myers, 2000; Slosar, 2009). In this culture, individuals often define themselves by their possessions. These individuals often purchase goods, or seek experiences, that are not essential to their survival but differentiate themselves from other people, striving to ascend an intangible hierarchy. Consistent with this perspective, Twenge, Campbell, and Freeman (2012) showed that younger generations are more likely than older generations to prioritize money, image, and fame over community needs, relationships, and self-acceptance.

As proponents of goal contents theory (Vansteenkiste, Niemiec, & Soenens, 2010), a subdivision of self-determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 2008), have shown, the pursuit of these goods and materials is negatively related to wellbeing (Kasser & Ahuvia, 2002). In particular, luxury possessions and other purchases seldom fulfill the core needs of individuals, such as the formation of relationships, the development of competence, and the experience of autonomy (Deci & Ryan, 2008). As experimental studies show, if these needs remain unfulfilled, the wellbeing of individuals tends to diminish (Sheldon & Filak, 2008).

This account offers key insights into the sociocultural environment that influences the incidence of mental illness but, nevertheless, is arguably incomplete. First, this pursuit of possessions and status, called extrinsic motivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985), may be a consequence, not a cause, of the apparent decline in psychological wellbeing observed in industrialized societies. Sivanathan and Pettit (2010), for example, showed that individuals become more concerned with these motives, such as acquiring prestigious brands, after they feel threatened. In contrast, events that reinforce a sense of integrity, such as reflections about a significant personal value (Koole, Smeets, van Knippenberg, & Dijksterhuis, 2006), tend to mitigate this predilection towards prestigious brands (Sivanathan and Pettit, 2010).

Second, even if this pursuit of possessions and status does incite the range of problems that characterize younger individuals today, scholars still need to explain why people are more inclined to adopt this extrinsic motivation today. Until the origin of this consumerism and
individualism is clarified, practitioners cannot implement practices or formulate policies that stem this decline in mental health. That is, rampant consumerism and unbridled materialism may percolate unabated. To resolve these limitations, this paper explains how the major trends of modern society may incite both extrinsic motivations as well as all the gamut of problems that have become more common in younger individuals today. This account will be called the model of sustained strivings.

4. Key Criteria

To explain the increase in extrinsic motivation, mood disorders, and other problems in younger individuals today, an exemplary theory should fulfill two key criteria. First, a suitable theory should not allude to specific, circumscribed, and localized changes in society, but rather to global, latent trends that encompass and integrate a multitude of specific developments. Theories that are confined to localized changes would not be able to explain the persistence of these trends over several decades (e.g., Twenge et al., 2012). To fulfill this criterion, the model of sustained strivings revolves around the emerging trends of modern capitalism, as characterized by Galbraith (1994), Judt (2010), Reich (2009), Saul (2005), Sennett (2006), and other scholars.

Second, this theory must characterize the nexus that connects these global and latent trends in society to the affective and cognitive states of individuals. That is, the interface between systemic characteristics of Western industrialized societies and psychological processes must be characterized. The notion of psychological connectedness (Bartels & Rips, 2010) and the theory of socio-emotional selectivity (Carstensen, 1993, 1995) are invoked to satisfy this criterion.

5. The Fuzziness of the Future

From the late nineteenth century until the 1970s, progressive taxation, government subsidies, and other policies gradually eroded the inequalities that had permeated Western societies (Judt, 2011). After the Second World War in particular, strong unions, combined with collective bargaining and welfare provisions, cultivated a period of equality, stability, and order (Sennett, 1999).

As the 1970s faded, however, the governments of the United States and Britain diverged from the Keynesian consensus that prevailed after the war (James, 2008). Specifically, the Bretton Woods system—the system of regulations and institutions that regulated the international monetary system after the Second World War—had collapsed (Frum, 2000). In contrast to The Netherlands, Germany, and France in which the provisions of government support was sustained, the United States and Britain, coupled with Australia and New Zealand, embraced deregulation and free market ideologies, as government support dissipated (Albert, 1993; see, also Baumol, Litan, & Schramm, 2007).

Considerable research attests to the significant economic and sociocultural changes since the 1970s, especially but not exclusively in Anglo-American countries (e.g., Galbraith, 1994; Judt, 2010; Sennett, 2006; Reich, 2008). These scholars conclude that many of the institutions and policies that were established after the Second World War, designed to
promote equality, stability, and order, were dismantled after the 1970s.

Instability of roles

Two key changes were especially consequential. First, after the Bretton Woods system collapsed, money and other capital could be transferred across the globe expeditiously (Mason & Asher, 1973). Second, because of improvements in communication technology, information about companies in other regions, integral to international investment, could be accessed readily (Sassen, 1998).

These two changes, perhaps in concert with other cultural developments, transformed the socioeconomic landscape. In particular, rather than invest in companies that may grow slowly but surely over an extended period, investors began to shift their attention more to abrupt increases in share prices (Sassen, 1998). To fulfill this objective, these investors frequently redistributed their capital across companies (Sennett, 2006). Investment in shares became an increasingly complex endeavor, demanding considerable expertise (Harrison, 1994), and these activities were primarily confined to enormous financial institutions, including merchant banks.

These powerful institutions began to dominate the management of companies (Crutchley, Jensen, Jahera Jr., & Raymond, 1999). Because these shareholders coveted instant surges in share prices, companies did not strive to evolve and to develop gradually and progressively. Instead, they attempted to exploit every opportunity that emerged (Sassen, 1998). These organizations began to respond swiftly, and perhaps impetuously, to recent, and sometimes fleeting, changes in the market (Hamel & Prahalad, 1996). Products, services, brands, and processes were frequently refined or even transformed, and previous endeavors were often abandoned hastily.

In this volatile environment, the strategies, values, objectives, and activities of organizations tended to change abruptly and unpredictably (e.g., Robinson, Kraatz, & Rousseau, 1994). To respond efficiently and adeptly to fluctuating demands, downsizing was rife, the composition of teams and departments changed incessantly, and many temporary contracts superseded permanent roles (Lawler, 2005; Sennett, 1999). Middle managers were especially likely to be retrenched (Salin, 2003). Rather than gradually ascend the corporate ladder, people frequently relocated to other departments, organizations, or even nations to secure attractive jobs (Sennett, 2006). This culture of flux and instability in jobs even infiltrated to the public sector, smaller organizations, and society in general (Sennett, 2006).

5.1 Vulnerability of Status

Because of the fluctuating values, objectives, and activities of organizations, the status or standing of employees could also change abruptly and unexpectedly (Standing, 2011). Knowledge, skills, abilities, networks, and other qualities that were valued at one time might be dismissed days later (Sennett, 2006). In the midst of downsizing and restructuring of teams, individuals could no longer depend on their official title to maintain their standing. The exponential advances in technology merely amplified this obsolescence (see Kurzweil, 1999).
Consequently, employees needed to frequently demonstrate both their potential to adjust and the utility of their capabilities. They often competed to secure limited positions. Consistent with this account, studies reveal that many employees, ranging from medical practitioners to accountants, are now more likely than in previous decades to adopt a competitive rather than collaborative orientation (e.g., Bell & Fay, 1997; see also Salin, 2003). The status and remuneration of employees, therefore, became increasingly vulnerable (Frank, 1995).

5.2 Superficial Knowledge and Skills

To maintain their status, or even a job, employees needed to show they can learn skills rapidly to accommodate fluctuating demands (Standing, 2011). Because of this fixation with flexibility, employees were not encouraged to craft, cultivate, and refine their skills gradually and progressively (Sennett, 2006). Instead, they felt obliged to develop skills rapidly, and therefore superficially, rather than gradually and extensively. They might, for example, need to operate complex software one month and then engage in fieldwork the next month.

5.3 Product Differentiation

As the passion to craft and cultivate skills waned, organizations could not as readily differentiate themselves on quality. Rather than depend on quality, organizations needed to cultivate another source of differentiation: image and reputation. The performance, and even the appearance, of cars did not vary appreciably across the manufacturers; yet the various brands evoked different emotions and attitudes (Sennett, 2006). Yet, unlike the quality of goods and services, the image and reputation of organizations can plummet unpredictably, in response to isolated events. This emphasis on image and reputation, therefore, merely amplified the volatility of organizations and thus magnified the instability of roles, the vulnerability of status, and the importance of flexibility.

6. The Implications of Modern Capitalism

The first column of Table 1 outlines the four prevailing features of modern capitalism, as delineated by Sennett (2006). The second column of this table indicates how each of these features may diminish the likelihood that individuals feel their identity now—their values, goals, and interests, for example—is likely to overlap with their identity ten years later.

First, because the roles and setting of employees now change unpredictably, people recognize their goals, aspirations, responsibilities, values, or even interests may shift dramatically in the future. They recognize their life may transform appreciably. When individuals feel their life in ten years may not be similar to their life now, they feel dissociated, rather than connected, to the future (Hershfield, Cohen, & Thompson, 2012). Indeed, to prime this connection with the future, some researchers instruct participants to consider how their life now may be similar to the life in ten years (Hershfield et al., 2012).

Second, if the status and standing of employees could shift unexpectedly, individuals are aware their remuneration, and therefore their resources, may vary markedly. When their status diminishes, individuals are not as likely to identify with their immediate group; they do not feel they belong (for a review, see Huo, Binning, & Molina, 2010). Consequently, if
people feel their status is vulnerable, they recognize their social identity may change over the next decade. When people feel their social identity may change, they feel dislocated from the future; that is, they are not as concerned about the future consequences of their actions (Bartels & Umansky, 2011).

Third, given that individuals in modern societies do not often craft or refine their skills over time, but instead may be assigned tasks they have never tried before, people cannot imagine which activities they may undertake in the future. They do not know, for example, whether they will use a computer or interact with customers. Their images of the future, therefore, are devoid of detail and hazy rather than vivid. These hazy images of the future are not processed fluently or rapidly (Leboe & Ansons, 2006). Interestingly, when images of the future are not processed fluently, individuals assume that existing trends will change (Huang, Song, & Bargh, 2011). They feel their life in the future will diverge considerably from their life now.

Finally, because the image and reputation of people and their organizations are vulnerable, the self-esteem of individuals may shift erratically. In particular, according to the sociometer theory, self-esteem can be conceptualized as an innate barometer that enables people to predict whether they may be excluded or rejected (Leary, 1999). If people feel their image and reputation could wane, they feel they may be excluded or rejected, compromising their self-esteem (Leary, Haupt, Strausser, & Chokel, 1998; Leary, Tambor, Terdal, & Downs, 1995). These decrements and variations in self-esteem tend to undermine self-clarity—the extent to which individuals are certain of their qualities and feel these attributes are compatible with each other and consistent over time (Campbell, 1990). In short, when people feel their image or reputation is fragile, they are not as certain about their immediate or future attributes and capabilities.

Table 1. The association between four characteristics of modern capitalism and a sense of connection to the future

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prevailing Features of Modern Capitalism</th>
<th>Impact on Connection to the Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The role, employer, and even location of employees can change erratically</td>
<td>Individuals feel their goals, values, and interests will be dissimilar in the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The status or standing of employees can shift unexpectedly</td>
<td>Individuals feel their social identity may change in the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees develop skills rapidly and superficially rather than hone their craft</td>
<td>The future activities of individuals seem hazy and, therefore, are assumed to be different to their activities now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image and reputation may be valued over objectives indices of quality and suitability</td>
<td>Individuals are uncertain about the durability of their attributes and capabilities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. The Consequences of Discontinuity with the Future

In short, since the 1970s, because of the trends that epitomize modern capitalism, young
individuals have become increasingly likely to perceive their life now as dislocated from their life in the future. According to the model of sustained strivings, this dissociation with the future could underpin the consumerism, anxiety, depression, narcissism, external locus of control, and defiance that is more prevalent in younger individuals today than younger individuals several decades ago.

7.1 The Motivation to Develop and the Likelihood of Materialism

If people feel their identity now, including their goals, values, interests, status, and attributes, will be entirely different to their identity in the future, they tend to be more indulgent (Bartels & Urminsky, 2011). That is, they are reluctant to sacrifice their interests now to assist their future identity—an identity that seems unfamiliar, like a stranger (Bartels & Rips, 2010). They do not really value the success or failure of this future instantiation of themselves.

In contrast, when people feel a sense of connection with the future, they are motivated to develop knowledge, skills, abilities, networks, or other resources that could be useful in several decades (Carstensen, Isaacowitz, & Charles, 1999; Charles & Carstensen, 2004). As research shows, even their motivation to accrue savings has been shown to increase (Ersner-Hershfield et al., 2009).

Research verifies that a connection to the future inspires individuals to develop their knowledge, skills, and abilities. When leaders promulgate a vivid and compelling vision of the future, for example, employees are more likely to adopt a learning orientation, in which they strive to acquire capabilities rather than to outperform other people (Coad & Berry, 1998).

This motivation to develop expertise has been shown to facilitate the formation of relationships. For example, when people strive to enhance their capabilities, rather than to outperform other individuals, they establish rapport effectively (Sasaki & Vorauer, 2010) and trust other people readily (Janssen & Van Yperen, 2004). This capacity of individuals to establish trusting relationships, and the concomitant decline in loneliness, has been shown to be negatively associated with materialism (Norris, Lambert, Dewall, & Fincham, 2012). Presumably, after individuals establish trusting relationships, their need to purchase goods diminishes; that is, they do not need possessions to supplant actual relationships (Norris et al., 2012). In contrast, if individuals cannot establish trusting relationships, they develop strong attachments to possessions instead, arguably to forge a sense of security (for evidence, see Keefer, Landau, Rothschild, & Sullivan, 2012).

Therefore, when people feel dislocated from their future, their motivation to develop resources and networks tends to decline, impeding the formation of trusting relationships and priming the need to purchase goods. Materialism tends to escalate, potentially manifesting as consumerism.

7.2 Emotional Regulation and Wellbeing

A connection to the future—and the corresponding motivation to develop expertise—might not only foster a sense of security and contain materialism but also enhance resilience and
prevent anxiety or depression (cf., Wang & Takeuchi, 2007). Specifically, as research shows, people sometimes perceive stressful events, such as negative feedback, as a challenge or opportunity to develop (Alter, Aronson, Darley, Rodriguez, & Ruble, 2010). While they adopt this mindset, stressful events tend to increase their levels of adrenaline and their heart rate as well as dilate their blood vessels, without raising their blood pressure or cortisol levels appreciably (Blascovich, Mendes, Hunter, Lickel, & Kowai-Bell, 2001; Tomaka, Blascovich, Kelsey, & Leitten, 1993). These physiological responses manifest as a feeling of excitement and challenge instead of threat or anxiety (Blascovich, 1992; Tomaka et al., 1993).

In contrast, people sometimes perceive stressful events as a threat to their perception of themselves. While they adopt this mindset, stressful events tend to increase their levels of cortisol and heart rate but do not dilate their vessels (Blascovich, 1992; Blascovich & Mendes, 2000; Kirby & Wright, 2003). Instead, their blood pressure escalates, experienced as a sense of threat and anxiety (Blascovich, 1992; Tomaka et al., 1993). Consequently, when people feel dislocated from their future, anxiety is more likely to prevail.

A sense of connection with the future may not only diminish anxiety but is likely to alleviate depression as well. When individuals feel their life now is pertinent to their future goals, they perceive their immediate activities as meaningful rather than futile. They become more attuned to the significant and rewarding possibilities they may enjoy in the future. These possibilities, therefore, seem more vivid and thus plausible (cf., Reber & Schwartz, 1999), translating to feelings of optimism (Ho, Cheung, & Cheung, 2010). That is, people believe they can more readily achieve their aspirations, and these beliefs have been shown to alleviate feelings of dejection and sadness (Scott & Hara, 1993; Higgins, 1999; Strauman, 1989). Indeed, many studies have shown that optimism can alleviate depression (e.g., Shapira & Mongrain, 2010).

Many other mechanisms could underpin the association between a connection to the future and emotional regulation. For example, when people feel connected to the future, they are not as inclined to prioritize their immediate needs over their future consequences (Bartels & Urminsky, 2011). They do not attach significant value to immediate, but resolvable, problems (Ersner-Hershfield et al., 2009). They may accept immediate unease or distress, and this acceptance has been shown to curb anxiety (e.g., Forman, Herbert, Moitra, Yeomans, and Geller, 2007), depression (e.g., Zettle & Rains, 1989), as well as many related mental health problems (e.g., Keough, Timpano, Riccardi, & Schmidt, 2010). Regardless of the precise mechanisms, research confirms that individuals who feel their life now is meaningful to their future have been shown to report greater wellbeing (Ho et al., 2010).

7.3 Biased Assumptions, Narcissism, and Locus of Control

This connection to the future not only inspires people to acquire capabilities and to embrace challenges, but may also diminish the likelihood or magnitude of cognitive biases. That is, when individuals feel connected to the future and are motivated to develop their expertise, they embrace information or experiences that diverge from their preconceptions or preferences, such as negative feedback. In contrast, if people feel dislocated from the future and unmotivated to develop their expertise, they may dismiss information that deviates from...
their preconceptions or preferences; their assumptions and conclusions, therefore, are often biased (Heine, Proulx, & Vohs, 2006).

Indeed, as proponents of the meaning maintenance model (Heine et al., 2006) have demonstrated, when individuals perceive their environment or activities now as incoherent or meaningless to the future, four constellations of bias tend to surface. First, when people feel their environment is incoherent and meaningless, they tend to overestimate the extent to which the world is fair and just (Heine et al., 2006). They may, for example, denigrate marginal communities, such as prostitutes (Randles, Proulx, & Heine, 2010). Once they denigrate these communities, they can sustain the assumption that life is fair and just (cf., Lerner, 1980). They can, to some extent, convince themselves that such marginalized communities deserve this fate. Presumably, after they feel the world is fair and just, this sense of incoherence abates (Proulx & Heine, 2008).

Second, if the environment seems incoherent and meaningless, people also demonstrate a need for closure (Heine et al., 2006; Van Tongreen & Green, 2010). Specifically, to override their sense of incoherence, they strive to contrive a feeling of certainty. They may, for example, reach conclusions prematurely, without due consideration (Webster & Kruglanski, 1994). They may shun also unpredictable or unfamiliar settings (Webster & Kruglanski, 1994). Indeed, they even seem to recognize patterns in pictures that actually comprise random dots (Proulx & Heine, 2009).

Third, whenever the environment seems incoherent and meaningless, people are inclined to assume their achievements will be valued eternally (Van Tongreen & Green, 2010). They endorse statements like “My achievements will be valued after I die” (Van Tongreen & Green, 2010). Arguably, this bias reinforces the assumption that values in society are durable and, therefore, enables individuals to feel their identity in the future will overlap with their identity now (see Proulx & Heine, 2006).

Finally, if people feel the environment seems incoherent and meaningless, individuals tend to inflate their self-esteem (Heine et al., 2006; Van Tongreen & Green, 2010). They overestimate their competence and capabilities. This self-esteem may enable people to feel they can achieve their aspirations in the future; consequently, they feel they will not need to relinquish these goals and thus feel connected to the future.

These biases could explain some of the problems that characterize many younger people today, such as narcissism. In particular, according to some researchers, narcissism primarily reflects the strong motivation of some individuals to inflate their capabilities and inhibit their limitations (Konrath, Bushman, & Campbell, 2006). Yet, suppressed limitations tend to be stored in an activated state (cf., Wegner, 1994) and, therefore, bias the perceptions and interpretations of individuals. For example, neutral comments are more likely to be perceived as personal affronts, manifesting as defensive or aggressive behavior, common in people who report narcissism (Raskin & Terry, 1988). Therefore, if people feel dislocated from the future, and thus tend to inflate the durability of their achievements and the magnitude of their capabilities, they are likely to exhibit the qualities that epitomize narcissism.
This narcissism may also translate into an external locus of control, especially if individuals also experience a need for closure. That is, if people overestimate their capabilities, they may feel they have not received the recognition and rewards they deserve. They feel entitled to greater riches, a hallmark of narcissism (Campbell, Bonacci, & Shelton, 2004). To explain this discrepancy between their capabilities and the recognition they receive, individuals need to feel that other forces, such as misfortune or corruption, have impeded their success. They need to adopt an external locus of control. Consistent with this assumption that a dissociation from the future can ultimately foster an external locus of control, people who feel committed to their future aspirations, called a promotion focus, are more likely to demonstrate an internal locus of control (Molden & Higgins, 2008).

7.4 Impulsive Behavior and Violations of Standards

Finally, a sense of connection to the future may bias not only cognition but may shape behavior as well. Specifically, if people feel connected to their future identity, they may sacrifice their immediate pleasure to develop resources that could be useful in the future. They will, therefore, resist acts that evoke pleasant emotions now but regret later—acts like unhealthy eating, substance abuse, compulsive buying, and problem gambling. They will not, therefore, yield to urges or temptations that violate social norms and standards may be penalized in the future. Instead, they are more likely to comply with the conventions and expectations of their society.

Certainly, research corroborates the possibility that a discontinuity with the future coincides with impulsive behaviors. If people feel dissociated from the future, they are not as inclined to consider the consequences of their actions (Hershfield et al., 2012). This inattention to future consequences is positively associated with impulsive behaviors, such as smoking (Piko, Luszczynska, Gibbons, & Tekozel, 2005) and limited exercise (Ouellette, Hessling, Gibbons, Reis-Bergan, & Gerrard, 2005).

8. Conclusion

To reiterate, since the 1970s, the strategies and operations of organizations have become increasingly erratic. Because of these trends, the roles, status, activities, and image of individuals is especially vulnerable to change. Individuals are more likely to feel their identity in the future—their goals, values, and interests, for example—may diverge markedly from their identity now. As specified in the first column of Table 2, when individuals experience this dissociation, their motivation to develop expertise declines, their capacity to regulate negative emotions wanes, their assumptions are more likely to be biased, and their behavior is more likely to be impulsive. These tendencies increase the likelihood of consumerism, anxiety, depression, and narcissism as well as evoke an external locus of control and violations of social norms. These problems, each of which appear in the second column of Table 2, are more prevalent in younger individuals today compared to younger individuals several decades ago.
Table 2. The consequences of dissociation with the future and the implications of these consequences to younger individuals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consequences of a Dissociation with the Future</th>
<th>Implications of these Consequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individuals are not as motivated to develop expertise, impeding relationships</td>
<td>Materialism and consumerism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals cannot regulate negative emotions effectively</td>
<td>Anxiety and depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals adopted biased assumptions: they overestimate the extent to which the world is just, they reach premature conclusions, and they overestimate the longevity and quality of their contributions</td>
<td>Narcissism and external locus of control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals yield to immediate temptations</td>
<td>Violation of social norms and standards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.1 Limitations

This article imputes many problems in younger individuals to a dissociation with the future. Nevertheless, several boundaries and caveats need to be considered.

First, these dynamics may be especially pronounced in Anglo-American nations. Although the features of modern capitalism has manifested in all developed nations, the instability of modern organizations is particularly apparent in the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand in contrast to Western European countries (Sennett, 2006). This disparity may explain the observation, derived from the WHO World Mental Health Survey Consortium and other studies, that mental disorders are twice as high in Anglo-American countries than in mainland Western European countries (James, 2008). For example, the annual prevalence of mental disorders—defined as anxiety disorders, mood disorders, impulse-control disorders and substance use disorders—was about 26.4% in the United States but only 8.2% in Italy, 9.2% in Germany, 9.2% in Spain, and 12% in Belgium (Demyttenaere et al. 2004).

Second, the model of sustained strivings was primarily formulated to explain the problems in younger individuals today. Whether the same principles apply to older individuals today compared to older individuals several decades ago has not been established. Cross-temporal meta-analysis have primarily been confined to university students, most of whom are younger (e.g., Twenge et al., 2010).

Arguably, older individuals today may not be as susceptible to modern capitalism as younger individuals today. Specifically, older individuals were more likely to have experienced stable economic conditions. During these stable times, they may have developed more adaptive skills to regulate emotions. For example, they may have learnt that stressful events can be regarded as challenges—a tendency that may have persisted even as society became more unstable.
8.2 Implications

The model of sustained strivings implies that many problems that permeate modern society, from anxiety and depression to narcissism and social defiance, can be, at least partly, ascribed to a dissociation from the future. Consequently, attempts to redress this dissociation could improve the mental health and functioning of younger individuals.

Many initiatives could be introduced to redress this dissociation. For example, in many nations, students are not permitted to embark on a specific career unless they receive adequate grades. Consequently, before they receive their grades, they cannot envisage their future vividly; they are likely to feel dislocated from their future goals, evoking a cycle of problems.

To curb this problem, universities could potentially construct units or courses in which the marginal costs are zero, such as online courses with multiple choice questions. Students should be permitted to enroll in these units, regardless of their grades. Once these complete enough of these units, they should then be eligible for expensive units that are not available to everyone. This scheme, as well as many other innovations, may enable individuals to envisage their future more precisely and solve a range of rampant problems.
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